Abstract-An effective way of improving the reliability of a system is the allocation of active redundancies. Let X 1 , X 2 be -independent lifetimes of the components C 1 and C 2 , respectively, which form a series system. Let us denote U 1 = min(max(X 1 X) X 2 ) and U 2 = min(X 1 max(X 2 X)), where X is the lifetime of a redundancy (say R) -independent of X 1 and 2 . That is, U 1 (U 2 ) denote the lifetime of a system obtained by allocating R to C 1 (C 2 ) as an active redundancy. Singh and Misra (1994) considered the criterion where C 1 is preferred to C 2 for the allocation of as active redundancy if P(U 1 U 2 ) P(U 2 U 1 ). In this paper, we use the same criterion of Singh and Misra (1994). We investigate the allocation of one active redundancy when it differs depending on the component with which it is to be allocated. We also compare the allocation of two active redundancies (say R 1 and R 2 ) in two different ways; that is, R 1 with C 1 & R 2 with C 2 , and viceversa. For this case, the hazard rate order plays an important role. We furthermore consider the allocation of active redundancy to k-out-of-n:
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I. ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 1 cumulative distribution function if and only if -out-of-:
The system is good iff at least of its elements are good Pdf probability density function random A N EFFECTIVE way of improving the reliability of a system is the allocation of active redundancies. This problem has been studied by different authors using different criteria (see [1] - [4] ). Let and form a series system with -independent lifetimes and . Let us denote , , where is the lifetime of a redundancy , -independent of and . That is, denote the lifetime of a system obtained by allocating to as an active redundancy. In [4] , the following criterion is considered to compare the lifetimes of these systems: it is better to allocate as an active redundancy with instead of with if the following inequality holds
We will use throughout the paper the following definition. Definition 1: We will say that a r.v is greater than a r.v in the probability order, written , if
Then we can write inequality (1) as . We will use in this paper the usual stochastic order. Definition 2: A r.v is said to be greater than a r.v in the stochastic order, written , if for all real value . In [1] , it is shown that implies . But if and are -dependent r.v, we may have and [5] . Actually, the lifetimes and are -dependent. For this reason, in [4] it is investigated if implies also. They find out that this implication holds. However, in some cases it is more realistic to consider that in a series system we may allocate one active redundancy that differs depending on the component with which it is to be allocated [1] . Suppose we have two redundancies, and , and only one of them will be allocated.
could be allocated with , and could be allocated with . It is of interest to decide which one 0018-9529/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE of these two redundancies to allocate. It would be of interest also to compare the allocation of two redundancies in two different ways:
with & with , and viceversa. With the aim of studying these problems, we will consider the lifetimes , and , defined below. Suppose and are -independent r.v, and -independent of , . Let us now redefine and as (2) and denote
If and , then and . It would be of interest to find out sufficient conditions for the lifetimes of components and redundancies such that the relations and hold. We will see that, in the case of the last relation, the hazard rate order plays an important role. For a reference in stochastic ordering, see [6] . The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we establish some results which will be used in the proofs of Sections II and III. In Sections III and IV, we find sufficient conditions for and to hold. In both sections we consider the allocation of active redundancy to -out-of-:
systems. We also examine the decision between expanding a -out-of-: system, and improving it by allocating active redundancy. Conclusions are presented in Section V where we briefly comment on directions of future research.
IV. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
For a set of r.v , let denote the th largest order statistics, so that . Let us consider the r.v , , , , and let us denote 
where
and (8) Let us denote Conditions i) and ii) of Proposition 3 give us criteria for the optimal allocation in the sense of the probability order of a redundancy which differs depending on the component with which it is allocated. If , and it also holds that or ; then it is optimal in the probability order to allocate the stronger redundancy to the weaker component . If , condition i) reduces to hazard rate order between lifetimes and , and condition ii) reduces to stochastic order between lifetimes and . Notice that , , is the Sf of a series system formed by components with lifetimes and . Then condition ii) can be stated in the following way. If the series system formed by and is stochastically greater than the series system formed by and , and , then it is better to allocate in parallel with than to allocate in parallel with .
The following lemma will be useful extending the result of Proposition 3 to -out-of-: systems. Result b) in Lemma 2 is stated in Lemma 2.1 of [4] . In this section, we compare the allocation of redundancies and in two different ways; i.e., with & with , and viceversa. We also consider the decision between expanding a -out-of-: system, and improving the already existing system by means of component-wise redundancy.
In this section, , , , and are defined as in (3) and (9 with . If the lifetime of is greater than the lifetime of in the hazard rate ordering, and the lifetime of is greater than the lifetime of in the hazard rate ordering, then it is better in the sense of the probability order to allocate the best redundancy with the weakest component; i.e., with , and with . The decision between expanding a -out-of-: system and improving the already existing system by means of a redundancy is studied in [7] . In the following proposition, we analyze this problem.
Proposition 6: Let and be lifetimes. Then the following inequality always holds (14) The result of this proposition has the following practical meaning. Suppose we have spares which can be used in two different ways. We can expand a -out-of-: system to a -out-of-: system. Alternatively, we can allocate each spare as an active redundancy to any component of the system (only one spare to each component of the system). Then it is better to expand the system to a -out-of-: system than to allocate each spare in parallel with one component of the system.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS
We have discussed on the allocation of one or two active redundancies to a -out-of-: system in order to improve the system in the sense of the probability order. As an extension of the research presented in this paper, we find of interest to study the problem of the optimal allocation of more than two active redundancies to a -out-of-:
system. For a series system, in the case that all components have the same lifetime distribution, this problem has been considered in [8] and [9] , but still the questions concerning the optimal allocation in the sense of the probability order for -out-of-: systems remain open. . This equivalence allows us to reduce the treatment of inequalities between real valued r.v to the treatment of inequalities between sums of variables with values 0, 1. In the following, in place of the functions of type , we will simply write . That is, instead of , we will write , .
A. Proof of Proposition 1
We will only prove b) and c), because a) follows in a similar fashion. Inequality (15) holds iff the following system of inequalities is satisfied (16) (17)
Suppose
. Then , and it is easy to see that in this case, (16) and (17) (6) and (8).
B. Proof of Proposition 2
We consider the case b), because a) follows in a similar manner. Inequality (10), and for the case in which and , we obtain the condition in (11).
C. Proof of Lemma 1
We only prove part b), because a) follows in a similar fashion. Let denote the Cdf of , and
From ii), it follows that because is a nonincreasing function of , and [6] . This proves b) from ii). Observe now that if and have Pdf, Then b) follows from i).
D. Proof of Proposition 3
Accordingly to Proposition 1, part b), holds iff But this inequality follows from part b) of Lemma 1 taking . It is obvious that the case follows in a similar way.
E. Proof of Lemma 2
Let and denote the Cdf of and , respectively, and Because and , it follows that Using the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 1, it can be obtained that , and then a) follows.
F. Proof of Proposition 4
It is sufficient to use part c) of Proposition 1 with the same notation and conditions stated there, and to take in Lemma 2.
G. Proof of Lemma 3
We will only prove b) because a) follows in a similar way. 
H. Proof of Proposition 5
We only consider the case , , because the remaining case can be proved in a similar way. Then it is sufficient to use part b) of Proposition 2 with the same notation and conditions stated there, and to take in Lemma 3.
I. Proof of Proposition 6
Suppose the contrary, i.e., (14), does not hold. Using the notation presented at the beginning of Appendix, we can see that this means that the system must be satisfied. However, this system has no solution, and hence (14) always holds.
